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ABSTRACT

We utilize a comprehensive dataset of positions in U.S. futures markets to analyze the activities of 31 foreign Central Banks. Our goal is to investigate whether foreign Central Bank futures positions are consistent with coordinated policy, targeted hedging, or informed profit-making activities. We document that Central Bank positions generally account for a small fraction of the overall size of U.S. futures markets. Hence, there is no reason to believe that the goal is to influence U.S. interest rates. We provide evidence that Central Banks' positions are consistent with hedging some underlying balance sheet exposure, but for certain banks in some instruments the pattern is consistent with an attempt to enhance returns on foreign reserve assets. These inferences complement those from the public information on Central Banks' derivative use, mostly found in annual reports. We also examine whether Central Banks' positions are synchronized, such that they are affected by common shocks or coordinated policy actions. We identify differences in hedging and synchronization of many Central Banks' positions before and after the onset of the 2007-09 financial market turmoil. Specifically, Central Banks closely tied to Europe became significantly more synchronized in their trading during the crisis period, while non-European Central Banks maintained more independence. Lastly, we find that Central Banks profited from certain directional positions in T-Note futures.
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